[Strategy in diagnosis of mitochondrial diseases].
Mitochondrial diseases (MD) are the most frequent metabolic disorders. They have in common a respiratory chain deficiency. Clinical presentation of MD is very heterogeneous and the major physiological functions may be affected. Diagnosis is complex due to the potential involvement of two genomes (nuclear or mitochondrial DNA), the large number of candidate genes to screen and the small number of patients reported for each type of MD. Clinical presentation, trait of inheritance, cerebral imaging (MRI and CT-Scan) and specialized biochemical investigations are good indicators, but identification of causing mutation(s) is the clue to confirm diagnosis. Task is huge and progress in diagnosis of MD should come from genotype-phenotype correlations studies and from major technical improvements in molecular diagnosis. Exhaustive study of mitochondrial DNA is the first necessary step that is now possible with methods like Surveyor and Affymetrix resequencing chip. Combination of data including clinical informations, cerebral imaging, respiratory chain deficiency and/or assembly profile of respiratory chain complexes (BN-PAGE profile) may contribute for orientation for nuclear DNA studies. Elucidation of the genetic bases of MD is important for patients: identification of causing mutation(s) allows offering genetic counselling and possibility of prenatal diagnosis.